The benefits of neutron detection and spectroscopy with carbon based, wide band gap, semiconductor detectors has previously been discussed within literature. However, at the time of writing there are still limitations with these detectors related to availability, cost, size and perceived quality. This study demonstrates that lower quality materials -indicated by lower charge collection efficiency (CCE), poor resolution and polarisation effect -available at wafer scale and lower cost, can fulfil requirements for fast neutron detection and spectroscopy for fluxes over several orders of magnitude, where only coarse energy discrimination is required.
Introduction
process [17] and are particularly important when considering polycrystalline 71 diamond, where multiple grain boundaries exist [13] .
72
However, there seems to be some variation among the literature, which on the electrodes will be incomplete and the resultant signal pulse reduced.
92
Furthermore, the emissions of detrapped electrons and holes outside of the 
95
The ability of a detector to fully complete the collection of created charge 96 is a measurable quantity simply given by its charge collection efficiency
97
(CCE),
where Q c and Q 0 are the amount of charge collected and created respectively.
99
As the velocity of the charge carrier is proportional to the applied electric 100 field ( E) and the charge carrier drift mobility (µ) [1], the CCE is dependent 101 upon not only the material, but also the applied electric field strength, as 102 small fields lead to a slow movement of charge carriers and therefore increased 103 probability of trapping or recombination, where as larger fields reduce the 104 probability. As such it is more convenient to consider the mobility lifetime 105 product of electrons (µ e τ e ) and holes (µ h τ h ) as a characteristic property of 106 that material.
107
The mobility lifetime product for each respective charge carrier is a com- λ e = µ e τ e E (2)
as essentially v = λ/τ , if it is assumed that v is constant throughout the 113 material. This quantity, which is strongly dependent upon µτ , is extremely 114 important in determining the quality of a material as λ needs to be equal to 115 or greater than the sensitive region of the detector in order to approach 100% 116 CCE, i.e. the charge carriers must be able to travel the distance between 117 electrodes in order to be fully collected by them.
118
As proposed by Hecht [18] , for the simple case of charge carriers passing through a parallel electrode geometry, λ can be determined via Equation 4
[1],
where x is the detector thickness and x i is the radiation interaction location 121 measure from the cathode. In Equation 4 it is assumed that the electric field 122 is constant throughout the detector, which is a reasonable assumption for 123 this simplified geometry.
124
In situations where the interaction depth of the radiation incident upon 125 the anode is small compared to the thickness of the detector (x i x), this 126 expression can be simplified to,
and as such the mobility lifetime product of the electrons (µ e τ e ) and holes
128
(µ h τ h ) can be independently determined by irradiating the anode or cathode 129 respectively.
130

Neutron Interactions
131
As can be seen from Figures 1a and 1b the most common fast neutron 132 reaction in Si and C is elastic recoil scattering where the incident neutron (n)
133
transfers a portion of its kinetic energy to the absorbing material through 134 direct collisions.
135
Elastic interactions result in a change of direction and energy for the 136 incident neutron, making it a scattered neutron (n'), as well as a gain of 137 energy and momentum for the nucleus which recoils. If the energy transferred 138 to this nucleus is such that its velocity is greater than that of its orbital 139 electrons, it will lose those electrons and move through the medium as a heavy dictate that the energy of the reaction products (recoil nucleus and scattered 144 neutron) must be the same as the incident particle. Figure 1: Elastic, absorption and total neutron cross sections (σ) against neutron energy (E n ), taken from NIST neutron scattering lengths and cross sections database [19] , KAERI ENDF Cross section data [20] and BNL National Nuclear Data Center [21] .
where Θ is the scattering angle of the incident neutron and it is assumed 149 that the target nuclei are at rest. Therefore the recoil energy (E r ) is given
From Equation 7 it is clear that the maximum transfer of energy occurs 
Figure 2: Energy transfer ratio (E r /E n ) against angle of recoil nucleus.
157
The transfer of energy is further maximised when the mass of the absorber 158 nuclei is small. For example the maximum conversion ratio (E r /E n ) for 159 hydrogen is 1.0, where as for carbon and silicon it is 0.28 and 0.13 respectively. aiding discrimination between the two radiation types.
192
At higher energies, usually in the order of >2 MeV, direct nuclear re-
193
actions also start to become significant, leading to the emission of highly such these reactions will not be discussed.
197
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Experimental Methods
198
The single crystal diamond detector (D-SC) was fabricated from high 
235
Between each radiation exposure the detectors were exposed to at least 236 15 minutes of room ambient light while at 0V bias in order to de-polarise the 237 detector.
238
Energy calibration of the detectors was conducted using pulser-capacitor The effect of applied bias on the charge collection efficiency (CCE) and 
263
The SiC-SI detector shows an increase in intrinsic efficiency with nega- will occur as a result of the filtration, it will not be to the same extent 305 as the X-rays or gammas, subsequently leading to a better neutron-gamma 306 cross-sensitivity ratio (more neutrons per gamma).
307
From this work it is with a high level of confidence that the data pre-308 sented in Figure 7 demonstrates that the detectors are directly detecting fast neutrons despite low charge collection efficiency and / or polarisation issues.
310
The Cf-252 and mono-energetic neutron data in particular emphasises this from allowing the higher energy spectra to be acquired, it also changed the en-
328
ergy binning leading to a perceived increase in sensitivity over some regions,
329
particularly those with high counting statistics (i.e. lower energy channels).
330
For D-SC this led to a change in the energy bin width to 9.5keV/channel from 18.8keV/channel; 4.7keV/channel from 10.9keV/channel for D-PC; and 332 2.6keV/channel from 6.1keV/channel for SiC-SI. As such, both the standard 333 and
LG data have been shown in the graphs in order to give a better indi-334 cation over the entire neutron spectra energy range.
335
Analysis of Figure 7 shows that the D-SC detector provides the best over- 
343
The D-PC demonstrates reasonable neutron detection characteristics de-344 spite the very low CCE, highlighting the benefit of carbon based detectors.
345
In fact the end point energies for this detector seem to exceed expectations, 346 as they are significantly higher than would be expected for a detector at 347 around 3-4% CCE which is likely a result of both the high energy transfer 348 ratio (E r /E n ) of carbon and the neutron interactions being more uniform 349 across the detector relative to alpha particles (i.e. no localised trapping).
350
However, there are no clear nuclear reactions or recoil features within the 351 spectra, which will be a direct result of the low peak resolution in the detec-
352
tor.
353
The SiC-SI spectrum presented for AmBe is similar to that presented by that the counts observed are all due to real events.
366
All the detectors demonstrated some issues with stability during irradia- LG represents a lower gain calibration setting used during test so that the high energy points were visible in the spectrum. by which the energy peak and count rate varied with irradiation time.
428
Paralyzable alpha induced polarisation effects were also observed in the D-
429
PC and SiC-SI detectors, as well as low CCE (<5% and <50% respectively). 
